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Yearbook is Jeopardized
By Severe Budget Cut

Woootcr Men K
Participate In
Demonstration
;

.

by Louise A. Blum ' ,
Three - Woostec i students
- Marty Stanton, Mike Courey, and
were among those
Aldon Hynes
participating in the much
demon-- .
publicized
: stration held Sunday; May 6, in
Washington, D.C All three were
anti-nucle-

"

.

-

v

impressed

:

ar

.

by what they

encountered. Hynes termed the demonstration me "beginning of a movement
equal to or greater than the antiwar movement of thev1960's."
Courey felt the demonstration
- worthwhile, but only to a certain
point; that ' point . being . how Jt
affected each person individually.
He added: "I don't think it affected
the White House at all." He later
modified this statement slightly by
. admitting that the White House
"knew there was an issue." It was
the corporations controlling

.

PARENTS' UTEKEND proved successful as freshly laundered
students, with parents in tow, toured everything from Lowry
Center to the Cage. During the three days, families were able to
experience productions of drama and music as well as presentations of LS. projects and art exhibitions. Photo by Leslie Schwartz.
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By Susan EstiB
, ;
The Dean's 'Office has made
their final decisions about student
housing for
as Director of

programs include a women s
group who will work with Boys'
Village, and a co-egroup who will
be working with the Community
Youth - Center. These new
programs will be housed in Dunn
and Myers taking over areas
where former programs were not
renewed.
This is the time of year when
people complain about limited

Carol Morrison,

announced this week. Friday, May
12, the decisions Were announced
When asked he were against as to who would live in Babcock
nuclear power - or Just the and Westminster House,
"corporations" in charge of it, program houses wouldwhich
be
Courey answered flatly: ' "I am . accepted, and what groups would
program house options,"
I don't
; against nuclear power
receive blocked dorm housing. Morrison remarked. "But small
it."
Nuclear
who
controls
care
Tuesday V May '15, 'i the final "house program requests remained
cont'd, on pg. 4
decisions were, made .concerning about the same, so it's pretty hard
. which small houses would not be
to show us an increased demand.
used .for student housing next .The number of requests granted is
year.
1978-7- 9
consistent with the results of the
of ten applications for small Dean's Office's questionnaire on
Out
The following is a summary
program houses, five were visitation and housing options,"
report of Judicial Board activities accepted including
added.
three sheTwo
as ' released by the Campus renewals. Continuing ' programs
applications for block
Council. The cases dealt with by ' are: Hession Interracial House for housing were granted reported
- the Judicial Board this year refer
women; the men's program in Morrison. TJiey will be located in
to violations - of the Code of Bohtregor working with the fourth floor over fourth section in
Conduct and not those of the elderly in the community; and also Stevenson, and in Holden on third
newly approved Code of Social the group of women in Scott floor new. "These groups may
"
Responsibility.
either accept or turn down this
: Cottage who help the Wayne
During the fall quarter, 1978, the County Girls Group. New offer," explained Morrison. "A
College Judicial Board heard two
cases. Hie first case involved an' i
unaffected.

.
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off-camp-
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1.-00-1:-

1-30-2-

30'

Buckshot

:15

2:15-2-3- 0
2:30-3-0- 0

;

"V '.

3:00-3:4-5
3:45-4-3- 0
4-30-5:-

15

5:1S5:45
9:00-1:0-0

.

Edmonds & Curley
Komar the Hindu
Fakir. . .
--

,
Buckshot ;
Gross Fashion Show
'

'
Buckshot
Edmonds & Curley
Buckshot performing

intheCage

reminder: no alcoholic beverages'
permitted on the Packer Day grounds

.

Official Commission On Worrying
Established To Promote Tranquility

alleged theft of lounge furniture.

.'

and

tranquility

to

a paid worrier who is busy fretting

.

German Department.
During the spring quarter
especially, students, faculty, and
staff spend alarming amounts of
time worrying about studying and
v

teaching

loads,

-

deadlines

for

-

.-

L

self-determin-

under the

living

self-determin-

ed

ed

visitation option, in Armington,
Bissman, Kenarden, Stevenson,
and in seven small houses,

cont'd, on pg. 3

.

papers, exams, etc Constructive,

creative worrying that achieves
things quite aside, the members of
community have been shown
our
'
to worry uriproductively during
their off hours as weL For this
purpose a task force on worrying
has been established which, for a
modest fee, will take these.latter,
unproductive worries off your
mind.

'

for you.
' Try it. Absurd as it may sound,
you will find it does positive good
and releases energy for better
things. Send your name and dollar
to Professor Richard Figge,
Department' of German. AO
proceeds go to the American
Cancer Society.

community, a Commission on
Worrying has been established by
Professor Richard Figge of the

'

who chose a
option may pick from
rooms in Andrews, Compton,
Holden, and three small houses.
There may also be a limited
number of spaces available in
Wagner.
Rooms will be available for men
Women

is- -

members of the. campus

us

.

yourself that it
nan effort to bring a measure of remind
unnecessary to do so, as you have

well-bein- g

us

10-2-

.

The case was referred to the
Board from the applicable Hall
Council after the accusedfailed to
appear when asked. The Judicial
Board determined mat the Hall
Council had not taken the proper
steps in dealing with a case that
could have most appropriately
been dealt with by Hall Council.
The Board recommended that the .
Hall Council reschedule a new
hearing for the case.:
conra. on pg. s .
ALFERD EL PACKER DAY
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Edmonds & Curley

Aquatics
Moon Shines on Au Nature!'
found,
one new member

by Eustace MacDuff
The Au NatureT Aquatic Club is
fast on its way to becoming
Wooster's first - and only - coeducational varsity sport. In the
true vein of the Wooster protest
and progressive thought, ' an
answer to the Polar Bear Club has
An experienced staff ofx finally been found. The old folks in
volunteer worriers is prepared to their ders, braving the icy waters
take your name and one dollar of winter swimming holes, have
(two dollar, limit for chronic, big finally met their match in the
swimmers from Woo.
time worriers). When you are
The real appeal of the Club can
tempted to worry, you can then
ed

as

be

said, "In the beauty of a group
submission to the general will
getting back to nature. After all,
man is but an animal and in a
closer relationship with our
cousins the fish we feel that we
have initiated a new school of

.

free-spirit-

the allocation of funds for the two
major student organizations (the
SGA and SAB), the three major
student publications (the Voice,

Thistle

and Index) and

cont'd, on pg. 3

-

"

Judicial Board
Actions:

The Campus Council controls

--

".

-

sold,

group of women who applied for a
WAA program house but had to
be granted a block instead of a
house because of the number of
good programs this year, turned
down the block which they were
granted in Wagner."
Sections and clubs will retain,
their present housing with three
additions. The OATs will reside in
Bissman, eighth section and the
Peanuts 'arid EKCs will occupy
Holden Annex.
."Applications for
living were down a little," revealed
Morrison. "AO who applied for
living were granted
permission to do so." Morrison
was quick to add, however, that
few applications will be granted
later in the year.
Women who choose to live
under a limited visitation option
(10-1- ,
will pick from the
)
following areas, in room draw:
Compton, first floor east and
second and third floor rooms
above Kitteredge, and Andrews
first floor wing south. Men will
have spaces to choose from in
Shearer House.
,

d

79-8- 0

Housing,

nuclear power "who were

.

Housing Decisions Finalized

--

.

.

A drastic 70 cut in the Campus 'point, it will then be up to the
Council allocation for the Index editors and students to meet the
has put the yearbook on the remaining costs. of the book
endangered species list. Without through the solicitation of
the usual amount of funding, the advertisers, patrons and the sale
very existence of the Index is put of the books. Unless a great deal of
effort is put into it, there will be no
in jeopardy. Next year the Index
will receive $1,500
from the yearbook next year.
For years the Index has been a
Campus Council towards a
yearbook with an estimated cost financial burden to the Campus
of more than $14,00Q. This $1,500 Council. It is notorious for creating
can be juxtaposed to the $5,000 and sustaining large deficits
allocation granted - this year deficits that the Council no longer
can afford to absorb. Last year's
towards an $11,500 yearbook.
The amount which will be deficit was approximately $5,200,
provided will cover only a base following a $3,000 debt from the
salary for editors, along with the previous year. The impending
costs of some photography and financial losses of this year are as
office supplies. Starting from that yet unknown and will remain a
mystery until after the books are

.

thought."
The beauty of the Wooster'
concept has been lauded by its
ever burgeoning membership. The
Club's first gathering drew only 10
people, but as the weather and
,

cont'd, on pg. 3

.
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Student Reaction
To Be Analyzed
."

; by Martha Oesch

Students concerned with the
direction of the college have been
given numerable, opportunities
this year, to express themselves

through symposiums,

gripe

sessions and open forums. Now,
thanks to SGA in cooperation with
the Vice President of Academic
Affairs, students' reaction to their
college experiences at Wooster
will ' be officially recorded and
analyzed with the aid of a national
questionnaire. Student Reactions
to College (SRC). Commenting on
the need for such a survey, Greg
Hook, chairperson of the Social
Affairs Committee, says, "There's
a lot of talk on campus, but
without quantitative results things
can't happen. With the SRC we
will have proof showing that
certain areas need changing."
Some 300 students received a
letter this week asking for their
cooperation in the questionnaire,
along with a card indicating the
possible times and dates for the,
administration of the questionnaire. The expense of the SRC,
over $350, is being funded by SGA
and the Vice President of
Academic Affairs office. SGA has
also received a tentative
committment from the Women's
Resource Center..
Developed originally as an
colleges,
r
instrument for
the SRC was later modified to fit
colleges
r
the needs of
which found it an important means
of pinpointing student needs and
opinions. The overlap of the 19
areas covered by the questionnaire accounts for its relative
accuracy in localizing problems.
The SRC was developed by the
two-yea-

four-yea-

well-establish-

ed

Educational

Testing Service (ETS), which is
cont'd, on pg. 6
;

'

.

X.
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Bankruptcy Forces The
Voice Out Of Business

you

hi ice 'flAviwa

In spite of aO efforts, The Wooster Voice has tailed to successfully
retrieve itself from the financial quicksand it has walked into. We
therefore sink into silence today as the Voice gasps its last breath and
utters its last words in this, the final issue of the 1978-7-9 school year.
" Let it be known that revival attempts were made and were,
to a
degree, efficacious; but then, only in delaying this inevitable,
premature demise.
We apologize for aO of the events which will go unpubBcized, the
talent left unreviewed, the stories unreleased and opinions unaired.
Most of all it pains the Voice to think of all the worthy Profile '
candidates who must wait until next year to be recognized.
There are no excuses for what happened to the finances of the
Voice during the Fall and Winter quarters of this year. But now that
;
the outcome of the mistakes have surfaced this quarter, all we can do '
is chalk it. up to the legacy of our predecessors, for whom we
apologize. The new staff of the Voice regrets that the entire student
body must suffer the temporary loss of the newspaper because of the
negligence of a select few.
In previous years, The Wooster Voice has never ceased printing 7.7,
merely because of an exhausted budget. With deficits piling one upon
the other, the financial problems were never abated. The new staff
has ushered in a modern and unknown theory which places a value on
basic business (if not common) sense, employing the practice of
avoiding debt. By cutting out one issue this spring, the Voice wiO again
be on sound financial feet next fall, getting a clean start from a clean
slate. See you then.
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Satiric Value of 'Profiles'
Question a
Under
Remain
not directed at
Dear Editor,

"'

us. However, I am
that we have to
In response to the MD 2020
laughs at the
cheap
resort
to
a tew points need to be
made. The issue is not one of expense of other people when
conservatism or a lack of sense of humor and satire can be such a
humor. The two main issues are powerful tool for making a good
the quafity of the humor and the point in an enjoyable way.
There are times when it is good
responsibility with .which a
newspaper is used. The first two to really attack somebody but
MD profiles were cheap, shallow, you had better make sure, you
and predictable attacks on have a good cause, lots of support,
frequently used campus and that you have, chosen your
scapegoats. The third profile was target and words very carefully.
equally predictable and wildly Hasn't Howard Raber taken
unfair if these are supposed to enough abuse about a food service
have any purpose other man which is a hell of a lot better than
humor. The level of wit in the most colleges?
'
Raber profile was at least a little
Don Snow
higher, and not quite as tasteless
Two copies of the Statute of
as the other two. However, the
element of truth mat makes Instruction have been placed on
something satire rather than Open Reserve m the Andrews
ordinary humor(?) was missing. Library in order that students may
Good satire is subtle, clever, arid acquaint themselves with the rules
when it is at its best it is an set down governing the faculty of
eloquent statement of the truth. I the College of Wooster. These
suppose we can tolerate a feature
d
guidelines have
in the newspaper which picks out a been made available for the benefit
scapegoat to make fun of each of students who chose to refer to
week, and we can even laugh if we them for information regarding
agree with the charges or they are related campus concerns.
little disappointed

S-AZ- -7?

--

There has been an Ad Hoc
committee formed to address the
issue or racial discrimination at the

SGA News Briefs
The General Assembly

approved

various

people

aD
ub-committ-

that the
"

ees

had

chosdh for Judicial Board, Trustee

Committees, and Faculty.
Committees.

'

"

committee, or a GA rep.

WOOSTER VOICE
'
.
PubSshed weekly during the academic year by the studentsofthe
College of Wooster. Opinion expressed in editorials and features are
those of the staff alone, and should not be construed as representative of

44691.

Incoming Frcshniari Class For Next
Yean More Blacks and More Men

administration policy.
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes afl signed letters to me Editor from
tudent, (acuity, administrator, subscribers, and members of the greater
Wooster community. Afl correspondence may be addressed to the
WOOSTER VOICE, Box 3187, The CoBege of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio
The WOOSTER VOICE is

a member of the United States Press

Association and the Ohio Newspaper Association. Subscription rates are
36 SO per year for a second class subscription and $9.50 foe first class.
Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located
lower Lowry Center,
Room
Telephone; (216)
extension 433.
G-1-

n

264-123- 4,

9.

-

-

.

STAFF

Edhor-kvChi....
Assistant to the Editor
Associate Editors:

"

-

'
.

Tracey DOs

..... Louise A. Blum

News..

Photoyaphy
tatorial Cartoonists

"

.Lisa Vfckery

ef

Feature
Sports
Photography
Advertising Managers
Crculation Manager
Crculation Assistant
Production Manager
reporting Staff

'

Martha Oesch
Hank Sparry
Amy Sancetta
Keith Alien, Dave GSIiss
;
Chris Baker
Jim Zuberbuhler
.V...... Mary Ann Wood
Susie Est3, Sarah Frey.Pat Sweeney.
Dianna Trover. Amy Havener, Amy MacMahon,.
..

;..

KamyMajesld,JayKeBer
Greg Tonian, Leslie Schwartz, John Walsh
ABan Scales, David Bets

-

:

cooperation.

-

This

present to the

adrnirustration. In me meantime,

those interested are encouraged
to attend the meetings of Hesson
House andor contact any of the
following persons: Terry Reed,
Vince Coleman, Cathy Personias
or Brad Culbert.. Racial problems
can be solved only if open
communication occurs between
aS - members of the college
.

,

community.

n

r-

--

-

.

-

'

'

,

"Aniandld" Ignites

Sorrow, Empathy.

.

Dear Editor, V:
-

Sf

-

1 have never found reason to
write an article before; mat is until I
--

--

'

saw .the presentation of

number of applications decreased "Amandla," whereupon I found
this year, as they have been with all much more than reason. Being an
As the quarter closes and the . schools. Last year was the second African, I have been witness to
class of 1979 is preparing to leave best year for the college in numerous plays on South Africa,
.campus, a new group of students-,wi- receiving applications according and without speaking 31 of the '
be entering college Efe. By to Morris, so a sfight decrease may other presentations, what J saw
Morris, director of admissions,
have been expected. Irteresting to and felt throughout "AmandJa''
feels the new class will be "an note is 'mat there were fewer was the most illuminating and yet '
exciting group of people." Specific female applicants, resulting in a disheartening experience of all the
data concerning class size, sfightiy higher number of men in plays that I have seen.
' malefemale . ratio, foreign and' proportion to women.
:
"AmancUa" left me with great
"

--

'a

eventually

The Social Affairs Ccxronittee
is running an important survey to
find out. how students fed about
Wooster. If you received a notice
the mail about taking this survey
please return it, the SAC needs fuB

wings of Compton, the first floor
Kittredge wing of Cornpton, and
Andrews first floor, south uiina
For men, limited visitation will be
h Calcei House.

of Wooster.

committee is in the process of
revising
proposal it will

someone on the ad' hoc

The new Housing Decisions
were explained on Monday night.
Twenty-fou- r
spaces have been
designated to have limited
visitation. These areas include the

faculty-designe-

College

On Monday, Paul deMarco
came to the GA to discuss the
problems of minorities on campus.
SGA is interested to find out what
students feel are the central issues
concerning minorities on campus.
Please discuss this issue with Paul,

by Dianna Troyer

--

H

.

-.-

black students, ACT and SAT
scores, and the number of
freshman scholars are not exact,
but an impressionistic picture of
the incorning freshmen can be
painted. The new scholars will number
500-52which is sfightiy smaller
than the current freshmen whose
class size was 545. The new class
'wa be , smafler because the
--

0,

--

-

Another characteristic .of the
group is that there will be sfightiy
more black students compared to
the current freshman class. Steve
Graff, associate director - of
adrnissions, felt this may be due to
a prospective Black Students'
Weekend held earlier this year. .
In the academic 'area, the
average rnathematical score of the
--

.

empathy and tears of sorrow for

my brothers in racist South Africa.
It ' also reinforced my e urtdying
hatred for the white inspired
'
apartheid.
'. '

To me presenters and actors of

"Amandla": you have my utmost

. .
admration.
Long Eve bbcfc AmancZa!!!
.

-

fvcharia

.

.

.

.'
-

'
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$1,009 Anonymous Donation
by Tracey Dils-

-

The Women's' Studies Program
which was approved as of last
March, is developing new courses
and new resources for the college
at a rapid rate. A . $1000
anonymous gift allowed - the
program to purchase a wide
variety ofmicroform and audio-- .

-

:

Judicial Board Hands
Down
Conduct Decisions
t
cont'd, from pg. 11

The second case involved an
alleged abuse of alcohol The
Board found the group involved
guilty of "violating the spirit of the
'
Code of Conduct, specifically the
. Preamble with emphasis placed on
the excessive use of alcohol,' as
well as guilty of violating Section 4,
C, 2 of the Code. As a result, the
;'. Board decided that the group
would not be allowed to have or
serve alcoholic beverages at any of
the group's activities during the
winter quarter, 1979. The group
appealed to President Cope land,
who upheld the Judicial Board's
"
decision. .:'"

During the winter quarter, 1979,
the College Judicial Board heard
two cases. The first case involved
an alleged violation of the Spirit of
the Preamble, specifically with
"respect for the rights and
concerns of others," as well as a

--

,

r

--

;

;

-

cont'd, from pg. 1'
Final decisions have not been
--

made at this time as to which
houses wiD be, available for men,
- and which ones will house women. '
It has been deckied, nowever, that
Stevens, Howman, and Grosjean -will " not . be ' used for student ' housing next year.
2,"- ..
The Dean's Office wishes to
' remind students about the times of

violation of Section VII dealing
with theft. Due to the lack of
evidence, the Board found the,
'
individual not guilty.

.

,-

"

-

selection for room draw." May 21
from
seniors and juniors (both
"men and women) will draw for
; their priority numbers. Later', from
on the .21st, sophomores will
'draw for numbers. Women will
1

',

by DON SNOW
Each year a handful of Wooster
students apply for grants through

--

2-- 5

"

the Fulbright-Hay- s
and other
programs, and some of those
students actually receive grants.
For example, Mark Klemens
received a Fulb right grant last year
to study in Australia, and this year
Jennifer Haver kamp received a
Rhodes scholarship for study at

7-9

select rooms the following two
days with the seniors choosing at
six on the 22nd and juniors at
eight. Sophomore women will
select their rooms on May 23 at
.seven. AD men wQl make their
room choice on the : 24th with Oxford. Wooster students,
seniors at 7," juniors at 8, and especially after completing an I.S.,
sophomores at 8:30. All of these have generally had the, kind of
- events will take place in Lowry
preparation which makes' them
'
good candidates for this kind of
Promeoade..
;

,-

-

v

Moon Shines Oh Au NatureV Aquatics
cont'd, from pg; 1 "
water warmed, so 'did- - the" hearts
--

--

--

members may choose to keep in
touch; with the group .later on.
When asked if they might go
international, ' Clarence' stated,
"Members of Babcoek are always
after all, some things
welcome
:

and minds of Woosterites." As of
meetings are last weekend
never held on weekdays as the "
dub hierarchy deerns' weekday are common regardless of
interference as - untimely ; and" nationality."
injurious to academic pursuits
- Clarence went on to relate
the
the club had grown to an amazing v ' tight-kn- feeling
that
exists
40 members or a fuD - 2 of the between club members.
l
Wooster enrollment
generosity - has been
Though a 400 growth in only heartwarming," said Mr.
Skivies,
(
as
seen
one week can be
weeks
Club
two
the
just
"after
phenomena, the Club president, members have donated enough
a
that
Clarence Skivies, has stated
funds for us 6 purchase two small
dub newsletter will not be in the rafts for lounging and a 45 rpm
offering, though graduating recording of .Dancing in the
Moonlight,' our club theme song."
. Faculty members are invited to
"Dream Quest," a new band attend as the Club is looking for an
from- - Kent, Ohio," will be'
membership. Good,
performing in the Lowry Center ' dean, natural fun mixed with a
pjm. next
pit from
little bizarre spontaneity are the
Monday, May 25. Be there tor
goals of - this
some great after dinner music!
brigade o nature, loverS..!Viva la
;

,

.

it

Then-financia-

,

.

5:00-6:3-

all-camp-

us

0

.

bare-bottome-

d

fln

GRAVE!

participation of women in literary,
history, Myths and Archetypes,
slides and cassettes examining
sexual identities as expressed in
mythic form and several important

bibliographies " for Women's

iCf?
' il
ci-i-

ROCkVnTW.

News!

fS Jl. I
0- iv
58

J

(If

-

HsCl

I

i
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Yearbook is Jeopardized
By cont'd,
Severe Budget Cut

-

ways " in

the
Other
; which
Women's Studies program is
working to bring a feminist

-

;

from pg. 1
appropriates funds to smaller
campus organizations

consciousness to the campus
include the offering of three onetime courses ' to the

Because of declining enrollment

curriculum. These include

American

Women's

Studies in

Afro-America-

History,

budgets earlier this month, had
less money available for general
allocations. Because of this, many
of the Council funded organiza- ' tions were forced to suffer budget

n

Literature, special topics in Black
Studies, The Black Woman:
Contemporary Issues. In addition,
the Drushal professor this spring
quarter is Florence Howe, an
important feminist who hopes to
deal in part with feminist issues on
campus. Thalia Gouman-Peterseas well is planning a symposium on
Women in the Arts this spring.

cutbacks, No organizations,

suffered as severe a
cutback as the Index did. ' ,
The Campus Council decisions
on budget proposals were made
'after thorough evaluations of costs
and benefits. In addition to the

grant opportunity.
We usually think of government
and most other organizations as
bodies which take large amounts
of our money and spend that
-

else.

However, there are quite a few
governments and organizations
which like to give away money so
that graduating seniors can go to
another country and study for a
year or so. The nice thing about
theses organizations is that they

--

especially important in applying,
for grants which require the
opportunities to spend a free year presentation of a study proposal.
abroad with no responsibility For example, most of the Fulbright
other than to research or go to grants require a proposal which
school. The problem is that these convinces the selection committee
organizations require students to that there is a good reason for
think ahead in order to obtain this study in the specific country to
'
money...-- :
r
, .
which application is being made.
Of course, an application which
The factor which disqualifies can discuss the specific resources
many good students is their failure
and opportunities available in
to" begin investigating grant a country stands a much better
opportunities soon enough. Most chance than an application which
students wait until fall quarter of can. only discuss the general
their senior year before they even . desirability of study overseas.
begin looking into the possibilities,
Spring quarter junior year is the
:
:
i
and this works against students jn i
oesi lime 10 ueyin uiveauymiuy
a number of ways. First, a student grant
opportunities. This gives
might miss the application students the summer to write
example,
deadline completely. For
away for information or do
Rotary scholarships must be research on a study proposal. It
half
in
applied for a year and a
also gives a student time to
advance, and the deadline for consider what kind of opportunity
most, scholarship and grant a student wants and how to best- applications is around the middle go about pursuing it
of fall quarter.
information concerning
The second problem is that ;For
eligibility and descriptions inquire
most students don't allow, at International Programs Office,
themselves sufficient time to file a v i
Director.
strong application. Sometimes this Don Snow,
t.
simply means they can't find time
,
.

.

--

,

-

!

w:.x

3..

.

Council

used

to determine

allocations, the Index was not
found as worthy of funding as
other organizations which actively
'
serve and involve more students.
The Campus Council also
"decided to make .the cut with
hopes of arousing some student
i concern.
With the possibility
looming that next year may never
be recorded in a yearbook,
students might fight for the
survival of the Index.
Cyndi Meister, the current
editor of trie yearbook trunks that,
"It is still possible to continue
future publications of the Index,
but it is going to take a lot of
student participation and interest.
It is going to take a staff of
interested people to convince
Campus Council that there's
student ; interest to promote
;
further reading."
' In the past, the yearbooks were
sent to seniors free of charge, but
the financial crunch forces the
elimination of that luxury. This
year, seniors will be required to
pay postage and handling;-nex- t
year they wiD be required to pay
the full price of the book as well...
that is, if there is one.
The Publications Committee is
now inviting applications from
determined people for next year's
Index editor. If you are interested
in this position, unite a letter of
applications to Professor Richard
Figge, the Chairman of the
;

.

give students excellent

.

financial

"

three days before the deadline, but
the more common problem is not
allowing time for unexpected
delays and careful preparation.
For example, a student may
discover that heshe needs to do a
little research before writing a
proposal or it may be discovered
that information from an embassy
or a school overseas is needed.
Leaving time to get information
from abroad or time for research is

a.- -

.

I

however,

n

money on someone

tl
Index
losses that the
incures each year, few students
have shown true interest in the
book. Yearbook apathy has
become apparent in the lack of
organizational participation and in
'
the sales of the book.
Since student participation was
a major qualification that the

the Campus Council, when it
began .devising next year's

79-8- 0

Many Study Grants Available for Qualified and
Interested Students; Application Deadline Soon

' priority - humber and room

I

rioted

wvT

beyond
"IrlE

I
crowd that I

with cassettes tracing - the

,

.

Preamble, specifically, with
"respect for the rights and
concerns of others." The fourth
individual was found guilty on both
accounts. As a result, the Board
decided to- assign work penalties
to these two individuals.
.'.The second case also involved
an alleged violation of the Spirit of
the Preamble specifically with
"respect for. the rights and
concerns of others" as well as a

:f lastit

J

BWCK-TH- E

co-ordinat- or

violating the Spirit of the

.

Student Housing
Plans Finalized

violation of Section VHI dealing
with - noise. -- There were four
individuals involved in the same
incident, but whose evidence and
pleas were heard individually. The
Board found two of the individuals,
not guilty on both accounts. The
third individual was found guilty of

CAMT BELIEVE.
THEY'D BRNG IT

Saw

A .V.

H

I

f

t".,M

h

I next y7V
swowwfiVcf

Studies. The $1000 gift was "a
great help to the program. It
allowed, us to purchase these
exciting resources to help us
enrich our program," according
of the program,
Joanna Frye. The Women's
Studies Committee expresses
their sincere gratitude to the
donor of this gift.-

.

i

PP-

visual materials that hopefully will deal with feminist history including
be used in teaching both women's Una, L3y, National Citizen,
Studies courses and utilized in the 'Forerunner, Woman Rebel,
context of regular departmental Mother Earth Bulletin, two
offerings. These materials include cassettes entitled Women in the
a color film entitled Taking Our Arts and Women's Liberation and
Bodies Back: The Women's. Black CivQ Rights, a six cassette
Health Movement which deals series in which twelve authorities
with women's health care issues, discuss a range of issues important
several women's periodicals which to women, a series of fUmstrips

-

.

A

'

K-

:

:

Committee, indicating your

qualifications, expertise and ideas
for next year's yearbook.

...

Dr. Harold G. Cassidy

a lecture

deliver

will

on "The

Intellectual Structure of the
College" in Lean Lecture Room at
8 p.m. May 24.
Dr. Cassidy is a well known
national lecturer on scientific and
cultural subjects. He has been a
Sigma Xi national lecturer, a
Korzybski Memorial Lecturer,
Research Society special lecturer ,
among other national assignments.
The lecture is sponsored by the.
Sigma
W-Club-.-

":

'
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Wooster Students Join

In

Anti-Nuclea-

Protest

ir

cont'd, from pg.

1

by Jeff Dandoy. "
In an editorial in last week's
Voice, N.A.S.R, a student group

. .

concerned with educational
issues, wrote, "We chaflenge all ,
who read this editorial to do some
reflecting upon the courses you
take, teach or administrate."
When scheduling courses, many '

i

"

featured at the demonstration, the we've done."
testimony of one soldier who had , When asked for his views on the
participated in the testing of the future of nuclear power, Stanton
50s and was now dying of cancer responded that after looking at
struck Stanton as being waste, at Three Mile Island, at the
particularly "moving."
sabotage in West Virginia, he has '
One point made by the speakers concluded that it. should be
that especially impressed Stanton "phased out . as quickly as GREG STOLCIS, BETH SANDORE and MARY BE3DLER in
concerned the fact that people live possible." Hynes also advocated a Beidler's production of Greek drama, "Women of the Classics"
gradual "phase-out,- "
alluding to which was performed under moonlight on the steps of McGaw
; the dangers that arise when the Chapel last week. Photo by Leslie Schwartz.
plants are "run by people
.

students often overlook an

important educational alternative,
provided. for in our ajrriculum:.

'
"
""
tutorials.
In addition" to choosing rfrorn
what is offered in "The Daily
Schedule,"-- every student has the .
option .ot :xrganizmg with a

Dykstra's Compositions Acclaimed

"

".

;.

;

PIZZA

Tutorials Provide

Important Options,

'

only 'in the present. :They are
power produces waste, and waste "letting nuclear power take its
radioactivity.
Why," he asked course and not looking ahead at
earnestly, "should we promote our the consequences." Stanton fears
own destruction?"
that "we may reach a point where
Of - the various speakers we wont be able, to reverse what
.

;'

professor hisher - own course. r
concerned with money as
- Tutorials-cabe done in every
opposed to people concerned with
by Pat Sweeney
called "Options," and fed it to the department, on any approved
people." Courey, on the other
topic, ; with whatever class '
hand, does not think the industry .
Over the past two months the member stations on March 6. San structure
the student and prof
should be "phased out." He thinks
ragtime music of Brian Dykstra Francisco, Kansas City,
They can be organized on
"nuclear power should be shut
professor on the music faculty, has Tennessee, and Lansing, Michigan . devise.
e
a
level, (IS is a form of
down today."
,
been broadcasted ' over radio are a few of the locations where tutorial)
or with - a number of ,
Dykstra's
program has been aired
The primary alternative given by stations across the country. Mr.
the students for the use of nuclear Dykstra's ragtime compositons since the beginning of ApriL With people. The tutorial option offers
over two hundred stations in the. every student an opportunity to
power was our lifestyle itself.
r
are the topic of a
actively
According to Stanton, too much
program titled "Contemporary NPR network it is conceivable that hisher.. participate in and shape
anywhere
education. Dr. Vivian
energy is used now. We need to
from
150,000
to
two
Ragtime."
people- - will hear the . Holliday, Dean of the faculty in
million
"rearrange our priorities, to lower
The interest in Dykstra's music
fl our need for energy." Courey
The Kent State charge of" curriculum, feels,'
started last December when Rick program.
furthered this poirtt, adding that "if Sowash of WOSU asked Dykstra University radio station (WKSU) "Tutorials are very valuable and
has ' the program . . tentatively important to our program."
people don't cut back now, they'll
r
to do a
program on
Philosophy 400, taught by Dr.v
.scheduled for. July or
never cut back." A good place to modern ragtime for the Columbus
Paul
Hobner on C.S. Lewis, was- - "
listeners
may
call
start,
he
continued,
right
the
is
here
at
X
area radio station (WOSU). The KSU
station in late May or early one tutorial put together for
the College.
program focused on seven ragtime -Spring quarter which includes six
Solar energy was emphasized as ' , pieces performed and composed June to find out a definite date.
Mr. Dykstra belongs to a small students. Each week they read
being a good alternative. Stanton ' by Dykstra, along
with an circle of talented
is concerned about the "capitalist . interview
who essays and books by Lewis and are
in which' Sowash are actively involvedmusicians,
in composing required to write an essay on the
interests in nuclear power." He - explored and discussed with
modern piano rags. William ' material. The class meets once a"
feels that we are "playing games ' Dykstra the different
facets of Bolcom and William Albright,
'
with solar energy," that the ; modern ragtime compositions.
both week, over dinner and Dr:Holmer
are not putting money I After the" program had . been composition professors at the discusses the students' essays and
Z
readings. Most of the students'
v broadcast. :f live - in--r Columbus," tmtversity of Michigan, ; and learning
cono.onps.9
' is tksne
nationally
known
ori their own"?
Max
entertainer
.
Sowash sent ii to the National.
class;
outside
the
Morath
structure' also Ar;
are
few
of
a
;
the
other
Public Radio headquarters in
allows for .discussion and direct
,'; ragtime
leading
contemporary
Washington, which selects and
. ICS West Main
'
- :: -- ;
djstrftxjtes programs for stations composers. Mr. Dykstra's own feedback on ideas.
SmithvfMa
Dr.
'
Gordon
ragtime
Tait
has"
two1
compositions are a
belonging to its network. National
"tthem Chicken teKJng- :
students in a ReEgion tutorial on
PubEc Radio selected Dykstra's sophisticated incorporation of jazz
the book, Horn Should We Then
program to be part of a series - and classical influences within the Liue?
by Francis Shaeffer. ' The T
basic formula of early piano rags.
To date he has composed twelve class meets twice a week, during
piano rags which have been which"" they discuss chapters' in Tz.
recorded on his two albums.
.""" cont'd, on pg.6
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CocsssSans 1 could moke your
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spring is here. Get your cameras out.
We" have everything you need here at
Pike's Peak Camera Shop
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-

housing ojiui iQemenfs much less
:

frustrating, but I won't.

-
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Principles

s

of inxerpeisonoi vnvnunicanon

Accc'
CaotessSo?"

"There's nothing con do obout W
mOK I'm sorry sir, there must have
been some mistake. Your son DID .
get peirnisslon to Bve offesrnpus."

1
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Oeslss To get a real Job.
; To convince people at Voosrer that
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For Excellence In Dining
Join Us For AMother's Day

"

Class of 1983
an Exciting One
cont'd, from pg. 2

3187 by: Tuesday
,

.

In,-h-

financial aspect,;
new--

e

approximately 55 of the
students applied for financial aid.
The total picture of the class of
1983 is at best hazy, stressed'
Morris, because there will always
a few worthy applicants who.
apply, late. We arestiD very busy:
A
finisrun admissions work!"

1 1 am.-8p- m

264-234-

1

.

,

cont'd, from pg. 1
also resDonsible . for the ACT.
SAT, LSAT and other popular
'
aptitude tests. Chosen by SGA
out of three other available
surveys, the SRC covers 1:19
specific categories ;,to., which
students ' can respond, ' ranging
from the quality of instruction to

help with Eving problems. A
special feature . of the SRC '
provides for. an additional 20
questions which can-b-e supplied

--

.

be

;

'-A:-

y.

Pain

,

by each individual college
concerning their specific needs.
' Results from the SRC wffl be
at which
available in
consultant
Winkler,
test
Brad
time
r
and initiator of the SRCat
"
Wooster, will interpret the results
in terms of what needs to be and
what can t be done at Wooster.
Immediate" action can result from
SRC notes Hook: The
. the
administration can make changes
this summer to initiate policy
changes where needed next year."
The main goal of the SRC, thus,
for SGA and the administration is
to "nail down" Wooster's allusive
problems in order to make viable
changes.
.

mid-Jun-

rr

e,

"

obligated by enthusiastic students.,
. .f
the,o
- After ,. approving
Should, We Then Uue?. tutorial
Dr. Glen Bucher, chamnan pf the
Religion department, commented
on the idea of students setting up
their own courses: "I think it's a
very important part of the
curriculum. And ours allows for it
I think a lot of students don't take
advantage of it" Tutorials are
available to everyone, but the
option is often overlooked when
choosing courses. In enabling
. students to get variety in class
content and structure, tutorials
provide an important educational
alternative. ' .
.
.

--

--

.

-.-.-

.'.

tfw

;

:

;

C H R
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ST I A N

DOCK STORE.

th$ Bookstore

WOOITIH, OHIO

PHIL AND BETTY WANK--

44lt

'

3

immediately following his performance
'on A :mAA::yr

7

"
Vt you're not
If
5;
f
your
.
with
happy
;
'V
hair and ,
A',
appearance.
'
'
e have a full
mrtAi-RaInn nffcrina total
'
new look for men and women. We offer
p
":
'
make-uand
fn consultation for hair
includins perms, color, henna," conditioning,
'
' and a full fine of Redkki make-u- p
'
' and Roffler hair products.
'.'

f

A.

.

"7

-

;;

'

'--
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I

-

--f

m

(2)
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:

.

Flounce bilsohflpdlstb

345

BUILDING

i

-

LOAVES and FISHES
S CAST LIBERTY

in

expectations and come up with-brief title for the tutorial, tcyndude
on transcripts. v
A
One drawback to trtutorial
system may be the extra work load
they can put on faculty. Although
no professor is required to take on
tutorials," heshe might feet

Student Reaction

be Qutogrophing copies of his book

--

-

'.

.

'--

.

free

a

.KQMAfc

.

will

v

ton

Call

covering tutorials: they cannot be
readings chosen to supplement -- on topics on which there is already
the text. The course requires two a course taught. The tutorial must '
term papers. John Thompson be approved by the participating
faculty member and the chairman
initiated the tutorial. He Ekes it
of the department Preceding the
because, "the course is molded
around what you want to do and course, students should write a
' " short summary of objectives and
you can do it your way."

-

.

For Reservations Coll

Clinic offers safe, personalized

and confidential up through 15
weeks. Moderate fee, l' ADC
accepted. 513 West Market St.

book and other

Shaeffer's

9-1-

1

Open From

SERVICES
ABORTION: Akron Women's

are

FOR SALE
ATTENTION ATHLETES!
Men and women! Sports pictures
are available in the Voice office for
only 75. Here's a chance to find
Your picture! (Voice office is
a.m.;
always open from 1
otherwise contact Lisa V.)"-

SAT was 545 and the average
Verbal score was 510, a decrease .
of ten points. Morris pointed out,
however, that the national average
for English, 439, has been
decreasing yearly. The average
composite score for the ACT test
was 23. Also of the 30 students
who were selected for the
freshman scholars program only

V

1.

Tutorials Are Viable Alternatives
Classroom Education
To Standard
cont'd, from pg. 4
four guidelines
There,

.

'

15; accepted, compared to the 17
A
current freshman scholars. '

Celebration

before-publication-

1449-575-

'

,

.

tDje (Sift Conwr
CARDS

.

ed

GOOD

TRAVEL
TRAVEL ALMOST FREEI
CaEf., Ariz., and other states..
AAACON Auto Transport."

Wooster this summer. ;
The positions of Assistant Stage
Manager and Box Office Manager
are open to any college student
who has had some experience in
these areas. Anyone interested in applying
should contact Dr. Stan Schuttz,
Director of Theatre and Managing
Director of the OLOC at Wishart
117, or phone ext. 541.

.

.

ytWELRY

.

--

who v are

school year, please contact Ruth
Corbin in that office as soon as
possible.
A:;:',,r; '.

'

.

.

, students have strivcd to bring
dance to Wooster. Unfortunately
their attempts failed. A new
approach is now on the drawing
board, and we are confident it will
be successful if all interested
people work together. Instead of

Students

TYPISTS and who are interested
the Admissions
in working
Office fall quarter of the 1979-6-0

although voluntary job. Clever
people should contact Lisa V. for
details. Voice office x433, or box
V
3187.
.;
Applications are now being
accepted for - two production
positions with the Ohio Light
Opera Company at me College of

-

-

For many years .several

S. W. CORNER PUBLIC tOUAKE
WOOSTID, OHIO

(

.

:

or perhaps you are not the
performing type but you would like
to watch other people bring Efe to
the Wooster stage through dance?

IFT

vl

:

--

OITNCTIV

7.

WANTED
MD 2020 Profile editors needed
for next FalL This is a rewarding

-

having talented students teach
classes, as was done in the past,,
why not have talented students
perform andor- choreograph '"
pieces for a show? This is how
several other small ': colleges
started a dance program.
, We already have several people
committed to choreograph and
'
perform for a fall performance in
FreecQander, and more people are
welcome to join us. If this possibility of bringing dance to Wooster
excites you, whether you' are an
CLASSIFIED
experienced or
dancer, come help us pursue and ADVERTISEMENTS ;
establish a dance program.
Classified advertising is now
Come be a part of it. Contact available
in the Voice at a special
Mary Nell Lent, Box 2097; Barb
economy
rate: 15 words or less,
Brown, Box 1219; Leslie $1; 25 words
or less, $1.75, ($.05
Schwartz, Box 2675. ;
. :
for each aatfitional word). Send
payment with ad to Voice, box

by Mary Nell Lent
Do you enjoy dancing? Wouldi
you Eke to see a dance program
become a reaEty at Wooster?
.Maybe you would Eke the chance
productions,
to dance in campus
'
.

I ITLP WANTED

IIUP

i-'- -

1-800-362-

Dancing PodGibla Option

-9150.
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Wppster Students Join
cont'd, from do. 4
into the development of solar
energy because they have interest
7 invested in nuclear power plants,
Courey also accused industry of

t

'

thought behind it, can rapidly
disintegrate." A complete lack of
emotionalism, however, such as
that which he feels characterizes

.

:

;

nothing. Therefore,

:'. intimating

that its implementation
would lead to a

community".,,

succeed,1 the -

and that

,

'-

N
:

-

recall the titles

,

6,

i.

t

Community Workshop

Sponsored By G.L.S.F.
By Peggy Crago

On Saturday May 19th, the
company of actors, the project
coordinator, and the director will
be conducting workshops in the
Freedlander Theatre from 11 a.rh.
5 p.m. Workshops will include:
"Life in the Theatre" (1
Voice
and Body (12-1- Stage Combat

The Great Lakes Shakespeare
Festival company is a professional
group of actors, based in
Cleveland, who came on campus
April 16 to work in a

full-tim-

;

ar

-

of: these'

publications. He stated that there
are "five different organizations
e
working
against nuclear
power" - and that they ' have

anti-nucle-

movement, which he hopes win be
the movement of the 80's, must be
both "emotionally and inteDectu-aD- y
' . solid."
If we continue to build nuclear
power plants, Courey stated
grimly, we're only "sowing the
seeds of our own death." ' y -

nt

corporations , don't want to see
that happen. ' '
1
:: v
According to Courey, there are
"cover-up- s
about accidents" that
anything about
. no one knows
When asked how it was that he
then knew, about them, he
responded that proof can be found
in"certain papers put out in New
York and Boston. He could not
.

24-2-

the 70's, . also ; accomplishes
in order to

v

covering up solar energy,
"self-sufficie-

As part of the Brecht Festival,
two versions of Mother Courage
and Her "Children will be
presented next weekend. Chris
Henley is directing a Senior LS.
production in the Shoolroy (May
8:15) and Scott Auditorium
is scheduled for a production
under the direction of Nancy
Lukens (May 26, 230). The latter
is a Theatrepraktikum presentation in' the original German. The
play deals with a peddler woman
and her adopted children as they
make their way across Europe
during the 30 Years' War. Many of
the events are tragic, but the play
has several - comic moments
despite it overall serious nature."
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.
,

researched past accidents and

discovered that there is an island
in the Pacific that is still being
affected by radiation, from the
bomb exploded in World War C
"Why," he questioned vehemently, "should we think nuclear
waste is any less dangerous?" '
One. point stressed by each
student was the fact that the
newspapers all reported the crowd
as being about 65,000 in number. ...
The demonstrators, however,
were told that mere were over

schoolcommunity project

1-1- 2),

supported by-tOhio Arts
; Council and the Wayne-CountBoard of Education. The school
segments have been going on for
the last three weeks in Chippewa,
Norwayne, and .Waynedaie high
schools. You may have seen buses
of high school students unloading
into Scot Auditorium. They were
here to watch the first two weeks
115,000 present. Stanton of rehearsals during which the
CCTranented that, upon looking out
actors were creating the show.
over the crowd, "I think there were "The actors then moved out to the
a good 100,000 people." Courey , schools to conduct workshops
mentioned .that, this might be an ; , and do a mini performance at each
mcUcatjon of an attempt by the V of the three schools.
media-Ttotnlav ...'down" r". the "After the tremendous response '.
.'
from 'the school . half- of
demonstration's importance.
In regard to the movement itself, , schoocomniunity, it's time for us,
.
Hynes stated that "if we've learned . the community, to show our"
.anything from the 60s, it's that support for this exciting project.
ernotionafism, if there isn't any
he

--

),

Acting

y

(1-2-

(2-3- ),

--

),

Audition

Techniques
and a slide
presentation on GLSF from
All students are invited and
encouraged to attend these
workshops. The capacity will be
limited though, so stop by the
Freedlander Box Office and fill out
a registration form so you will be
.assured of a place.
culmination of this project
LThe
D be the performance
of the
completed show in Freedlander
Theatre on Friday, May 18 at 8:15,
Saturday the 19th at 8:15, and on
Sunday the 20th at 2. Tickets are
available in the Wishart Speech
Office for $2 and there is no
reserved seating.
(3-4- ),

4-- 5.

-

--

',

.

-

BECKY BOYER, LEIGH CAMPBELL, ERIC TAYLOR and
MARTY STANTON will be performing in Mother Courage, May
24-2- 6
at 8:15 in the Shoolroy Theatre. Tickets for the production
go on sale Monday: $1.00 for students, $1.50 regular admission.

-

..

-

7

.

--

:f

.

On Friday, May 25th, at 8 p.m.
in Timken Gymnasium, Mr. Rick
Forzano, former coach of the
Detroit Lions, will speak in honor
of Phil Shipe's retirement. Mr.
Shipe, - professor of physical
education, will retire at the end of
the current academic year after
thirty years of service to The
College of Wooster. AH students,
faculty, staff, and friends of Phil are
invited to attend. - .1

OotfioHppocrotes

:

ABORTION FACTS

b was repulsive to watch Bvc fetuses being packed in ice whse stiS moving and trying
to breathe, then being rushed to a laboratory." Upon her request to be excused from
helping with such abortions, she was threatened with "being fired, harassment,
intimidation, restrictions

'

:

i

-

and finaly quit her job.
h assigned duties,"
. Testimony, Mrs. W. Pick, onoesthetitt

'

'

.7-""-

-

'.

Pertnsykxjnkt Abortion Commission

"

-

264-529-

9

-

or caJI

1-419-526-

MANSFIELD

:

I

YOU

1-800-34-

4-7211

.

764

Avenue
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!

TRAVEL

. - TAKES

-1372

YJZtkl
OJ'JJ
LJj
:
Pittsburgh

j

m

.

.

.

WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT TO LIFE BOX 835, WOOSTER. OHIO

:

c:

v

f

EMPAC Eaaereency Pregnancy Aid
- FREE Pregnancy Hotline

j vvohlp-vi-

"

LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK

I wfl give no deadly medone to anyone asked, nor suggest fuch counsel and in Eke
manner, I wS not give a woman a pessary to produce abortion.

'

n
Hours:

:

9:30-5:3- 0

Mode to Order Cheese, Pepperoni Sousoge.
Mushrooms, Arxhovtes. Peppers, Onions

?xU 9:30-8:0-

0

:

I

'

;
Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian American Foods
VELCOr.EC TO 17003TER1
,
Come See Us:
i

5;

l
:

Vec2days-6p.m.-la.-

FrL

Sat-Sp.m.-2a.-

Sunday

m:

'

m.

Carry-Ou- t

Only 5:12. Closed Tues.

7

"
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Scoter Capture Nprthem-Title- ,
Set Sights n0AC Crown
'.:

awesome
ine sopnomore
clubbed two more homers and
collected three RBTs. Knox now
leads the OAC with 9

victory in the second game
against B-Mt Union was sitting
in a dugout at Oberlin, victim of a

'

s: J . to Hank Sperry

ay.

2-- 0

The Scots took the bumpy road,
but reached the destination: the
OAC Northern Division Title.
Today they will clash with Marietta
to' decide the Ohio Conference

rainout.'The Scot victory,

round-tripper-

s,

RBIs
and is second
with 41. Crawford also drilled a
homerun and picked up three hits.
in

combined with Mount's washout.
gave Wooster the margin it
needed to clinch its third Northern
: Championship. .'"
: "
Division crown in four years.
victory
The Scots wereall primed to - Woosters second-gamclinch the Northern crown was spurred by Russ Crawford.
outright last Saturday. All they The junior
won his
needed was-- , a double-headninth game, allowing only one hit
sweep of the Baldwin-Wallac-e
. and striking out seven in the
g
Yellow Jackets at Berea. But the
contest. His
Bees surprised the Scots, 62, in homerun in the fifth inning with
' "'
'
the first game. l
Bob McFadden aboard accounted
..
of
possibility
up
the
loss
set
That
for
the Scot tallies.
j
The Scots were victim of some
a showdown to decide the title
Bob Wiyek
with Mount Union, which was only hard hitting by B-a game off the pace. Wooster, and some bad breaks in the first
despite its ' brilliant 364 record, game. Mike Knox lost only his first
would be forced to risk its whole game in eight decisions.
season oh one last, door-di- e
The Scots settled the Mount
in the league
game. Mt. Union,
Union controversy in convincing
overall, was hardly a style, pinning a 64 defeat on the
but
worthy opponent.
v
Pilots Tuesday.
But the mysterious hand of fate
Knox, who has already set team
intervened this day. '
marks for most homeruns and
While the Scots were rolling to a RBTs in a season, had another
;

--

Chokenea, Walt

Chuck

Vanderbush,
and Dave King
combined on the mound to stifle
the Mount attack.

e

left-hand-

--

.-a-

W,

er

er

rain-shortene-

Laxmen Pull
Final Upset

d,

five-innin-

--

by Jay Keller

i:

Ws

Playing their last regular season
game, of the year, the men's
lacrosse team pulled its second
major upset of the season by
defeating Bowling Green State
University by a score of 14 to 13
Saturday.- - The laxmen played a
g
game,
scoring 8 goals in the first half and
6 in the second. The winning goal
came with 43 seconds left an the
game as George Muller took the
ball from the midfield fine and

--

--

7-- 3

8-1-

3

-

Scots Travel To Marietta;
Face A Familiar Foe

highstepped through BG's ; BASEBALL COACH BOS MORGAN ynH lead his charges in the
defense flicking a score into the OAC clash today at Marietta. Photo by Cn Tonfcm.
upper corner of the goaL The
Scots took the ball away from B.G.
after the score and held it untfl the
clock ran out, sealing the win and a"
3
record for the team.
"
'
Scoring for the Scots in
from
Saturday's - game came from:
cont'd, on pg. 8
.

Ifs beginning to sound Eke a Marietta in the 1977 Series, and
dumped in two straight contests in
broken record.
For the third consecutive 'last year's Series by the Pioneers,-whwent on to finish second in the
season, The College of Wooster,
NCAA Division 13 World Series.
Fighting Scots and the Marietta
College Pioneers wiO do battle for Marietta also defeated Wooster to
the Ohio Athletic Conference title. capture last season's NCAA
; Wooster
head coach , Bob Mideast Regional title. .
Morgan and Marietta mentor Don
Schaly again find themselves in
opposite dugouts as the 1979

o

:

:

;

culminates

two-out-bf-thr-

(1-5-

2

1,

5--

9--

1

'

: Top hitters for Marietta include
Brian Lee, third best in the OAC at
.429, who has eight home runs and
"44 RSTs. Chuck Nachreiner is the
fourth-leadin- g
OAC hitter at .403
with 29 RBTs and three home runs.

Wooster hopes that the third
time wiS be the charm, as they
were edged in three games by

-'
--

--

Wesleyan, Wynn struggled to win
her tiebreaker in the thnd set but
64, 6-was trimmed,
Gressens lost in three sets against
Wittenberg in the number four
3-singles
and number three singles Bashore
lost to her Denison opponent in
the quarter finals.
Number one singles Hampton
was vying for victory in a third set
tiebreaker but was toppled by her
semi-final- s,

CSALLAYS
CCCN-O-WAC-

..'

H

fr''

24 HdurCcia-CpLnsndf-

6,

tut- -

3-- 6,

WOOSTER

six singles, with Wittenberg taking
number four. In doubles, Wooster
ran away with number one
doubles victory and Oberfin seized
both number two and three
doubles. :

MINI-MAL- L

201 E. Liberty
WOOSTER,
262-357-

$t.

OHIO-(21- 6)

6

"'-fi- r

-

rv

'

5-- 7,

7-- 5,

r

Ohio Northern opponent, 6-Number five Jani Oder lost to
OWU and number sbt savesAmi
7-- 5,

Grsca's Vina

I

Chcppo
248 W. North Street

313E.UKRTYST.

6-- 7.

(216)263-788-

Welcomes back Wooster Grads and
Parents for the upcoming commencement
We cordially invite you to shop with us
.
at your convenience
Open Friday's 'a 9 p.m.
.

6

SERVING THE COLLEGE COMMUNITY FOR OVER 6 YEARS

Beiilah Bcchtal

114 E. Liberty

y

5-- 7,

6-- 3.

7.

2,

3.C2.

.

2-- 6.

singles finals- - against Ohio
2-- 6,

'

...We're Looking Forward to
Seeing Everyone Next FaU

to her
opponent. The other two doubles teams
matches in
struggled in three-se- t
to Oberlin.
both
lost
finals,
but
the
Bashore and Gressens were
and Oder
defeated,
64, 64.
and Esgar lost,
Overall, OWU won number's
one, two, and three singles;
Denison captured number five and

p

'

Have a Good Summer

Baldwin-Wallac-e

7-- 5,

--

0

Good Luck Scot Grads

Eagar lost in three sets

Senior Pam Hampton and
sophomore Audi .Wynn,, number
one doubles on the girls' tennis
team, qualified for the Midwest
Regional . Qiarnpionship - after,
finishing first in the Ohio Small
CoDege Tournament at Oberlin.
They seized their Wittenberg
opponents,
64, to a doubles
team they lost to earlier this year.
- The Scotties placed third overall
next to Denison and Wittenberg.
Wynn, Barbara Gressens, and
Brooke Bashore earned runner-upositions, m the number two

.

2

(.956) while Marietta is third (.954).
Wooster has three of the top
pitchers in the league in Russ
Crawford (9-- record, 031 ERA),
Walt Vanderbush (5-- record, 1.17
133
ERA) and Mike Knox (7-ERA). Dave Barton is the
Pioneers top hurler with a 0
record and 1.19 ERA, and Pete
Kelly has a 1 record with an ERA
of 238. Dan Scheffel has the third
best mark at 6-- and an ERA of

--

by Jennifer LongsWorth

ee

.

"Notes" and "Quotes"

9--

Hampton, Wynn Qualify
Scottie Neiters are Third

OAC Championship Series

the league's regular
season, the best
series getting underway at host
Marietta ' this Friday with a
doubieheader. If the issue isn't
decided Friday, a single game will
be played Saturday to determine
the conference champion.'
very
are
Marietta
Wooster and
evenly matched for the season as
Marietta sports a 35-- 4 (14-- 1 OAC)
record compared to Wooster's36-- 4
(9-OAC). Marietta is first in the
. conference in hitting (328), the
Scots are: third (303), while
i Wooster is first in pitching 9
ERA) compared to Marietta's 2.72
ERA (second best in OAC).
' Wooster is also first in fielding'

hard-hittin-

crisp-passin- g,

.

2S2-6S5-

1

Before going home don't forget to stock up!
Buy 4 paks of papers - get 1 free.
.-

-

FREE PTPE CLEANERS WITH EVERY PIPE

LOOSE STICK INCENSE - 3t . ANY QUANTITY
OFFER ENDS

6679

VALID LD. REQUIRED
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Women's Track ContiriueG
The Wooster Women's Track
Field Team continued the
smooth run through its first full
season last week, placing eighth at
Lady Jackets
the Baldwin-Wallac-e
Invitational May 5, and finishing
third in a four-wameet at
May9.
.
- i :' .:
B-W-on

y

:-

.

-

The Scotties'

eighth-plac-

.

i

THE WOOSTER LACROSSE TEAM wrapped up a banner year
with an upset victory over Bowling Green. The Scot finished 9-and won the Blue Division title. Photo by Jay KeBer.

cont'd, from rxi 7

-

B--

W

Invitational marked an improvement over the previous weekend's
meet at OberSn. It was particularly
impressive because two key
performers in the Oberfin meet,
Charlotte mforzato and Rachel
Heyse, were injured and unable to

Baldwin-Wallac- e.

Laurel Dowd took fifth in the
400 meter run with a 63.59; bene
Korsak placed fifth in the 800

meters in 2:27.86; Heather
Murphy finished fifth in the 400
meter hurdles in 76.42, and the 800
meter relay team of Kim Gent,
Heather Murphy, Kathy Blood,
and Laurel Dowd also took a fifth
ureen.
Saturday the Scots will host place with a time, of 2:03.3.
Heather Murphy's 100 meter
their second annual alumni game
at 2:00 on Carl Dale field. The' hurdles sixth, place and Kathy,
alumni team will be composed of Blood's sixth in the high' jump
such past Wooster greats as Art helped to round out the scoring for
.
Hoffman, Dave Luken, Dave Hay, Wooster,
The Wooster women returned
Bruce Shaw, Charlie Lumber gh,
Boo-Bo-o
on Wednesday, May 9.
Dyer, and other fossils of to B-The Scotties scored 29 points en
past
the
route to a third place finish behind
B-and Malone, and ten points

Q

.

2.-0-3.

".

Wooster season: It was the finest
Wooster season ever. We won our
first division title (Blue), our first
match against Denison, and our
first match against Bowling

-

u

:

behind track powers' Ohio'
Wesleyan," Otterbein, and

commented on the strong

.

.

e.

McClumpha, Laurel Dowd, Kathy
Blood, and Irene Korsak led the
way with a fourth place finish

off Bowling Green's offense with
20 excellent saves. A smiling Art Marangi

'

third-plac-

-

Baldwin-Wallac-

Laxmen Surprise Bowling Green
Alumni Game Will Round It Out
George MuDer, 5 goals, 1 assist;
Senior Scott Baxter, 4 goals, 1
assist; John Pizzarelli, 3 goals; Bill
Duke, 1 goal, 1 assist; Duncan
Berry, 1 goal, 1 assist; and Dave
Baldwin with 5 assists. Senior
goalie, Dave "Cobra' Scott, held

nt

compete at
The
4 x 400 meter relay team of Amy

3,

i. -

14-poi-

effort at the

e

ahead of Mount Union. The team in Delaware, Ohio, and Coach
had outscored Malone at both the Hunter is looking forward to the
' relay-styl- e
- Oberlin
and Baldwin-Wallac-e
meet format.
Invitationals, and Wooster Coach
"Our relay teams have run
Bruce Hunter rioted, "Malone was consistently well aO season, and
really out to knock us off in this " this meet should give us a chance
meet, and they were able to do so to really show our strengths.'
mainly because we weren't - Regardless of the outcome of the
running at full strength."
Ohio Wesleyan meet, the Scottie
Murphy led ... the ' tracksters will have made some
. Scotties with a first in the 400
real strides in their first full season.
meter hurdles, a second in the 100
meter hurdles, and a leg on the
e
400 meter relay team.
Kim Gent won the long jump with
a leap of 15'1" and ran the first leg
of the second place 800 meter
relay team, and Laurel Dowd took
second in the 400 meter run in
64.45 and anchored the 800 meter
. Keep Esd Ctoss
relay team, which clocked a
- ready
The Women's Track Team will
close out the season tomorrow by
taking part in the Ohio Wesleyan
Women's Invitational Relay Meet
ather

:

nd

:-He-

'-a-

--

--

i
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262-588-
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Good for
you!; -

.

Judo Contest
Here Saturday

The College of Wooster "will be
hosting the Region VI Jr. Olympic

Judo Championship this
Saturday, May
competition

will

19, 1979. The
be held in the

Physical Education

W

;

Flair Travol
Consultants
343 E.BOWMAN ST.

Center

The key to tiaving money
later is with saving' now. We.
can help you with one ofour
many savings plans. Let
yoar money grow so it can
unlock tomorrow.'
-

participants are expected
to compete in Judo matches which
200-40- 0

will lead to the National
Competition in Lincoln, Nebraska
later this summer. Participants will
be coming from Region VI which
includes Ohio," Illinois, Kentucky,

West

Virginia, Indiana

For Your
Convonionco
Just off the College
Campus For ALL
Your Travel Inquiries
i ondNood

--

--

exercise, balanced meals are
essential for good health. H's
nice to know that a Domino's
Pizza is not only very
convenient, but also very
nutritious. We use only the
highest quality ingredients.

--

Fast. Free Delivery
423 E. Liberty Street

--

264-980- 0

beginning at 10:30 A.M. and
ending at 6:00 PJvf. Approximately
-

Time to get out and get into
shape. And with tots of

.

.

:

-

We reserve the right to limit t
delivery area. Our drivers
do not carry more than
$20.00.
Of tt

.

and

Michigan. In addition to the Judo

matches, other Martial Art
demonstrations will be presented.
.Admission for these events is free.

First iff Federal
Smringt Sr'Loam Aorialion
--

of Wmur

THE

1812 ClrrrUmd JfM4

CALL

264.7812

264-650-

f

rhon:
GREEK THUMB

264-401-

5

SHOP

In ttM Collafa Hills
.Shopping Camar
t-LOR-

262-SS4-

6

AL

Corsages for oil occasions
1583 Modison Ave.

1

Nu Beautiaue

135 Be all Ave.

Complete Hair
REDKEN
Owner-Cosmetologi-

st:

& Skin

L

One dollar

off!

One dollar

off any. large

Care Service

Pizza- -

264-553- 5

Fast Free Delivery X"
423 E. Liberty Street

Marian Qrafr

-

.

.

One coupon per pizza.:
Expires: 73179 r .T

264-98-

00

I
I

